Ah! Food!

R and Quill Announces Date, Place For Banquet

The Roll and Quill Society will hold its annual banquet on Thursday, 18 January, in the Assembly Room of the Student Union, beginning at 5:30 p.m. The price of the dinner will be $1.75 per person. Tickets will be sold in advance to members of the Roll and Quill. The committee reported on the arrangements for the dinner and the entertainment that evening.

Senior Committee Set Dance For River Oaks C.C.

A joint meeting of all senior committee members was held on Tuesday, 15 February. Several important questions were settled at that time. The announcement of the new officers and the results of the elections will be communicated to the members. The new officers are as follows: President, Dr. W. V. Houston; Vice-President, Bob Wright; Secretary, Sally McElroy; and Treasurer, John E. Anderson.

Senior Officers

The new officers of the senior committee were elected at the meeting. The new officers are as follows: President, Dr. W. V. Houston; Vice-President, Bob Wright; Secretary, Sally McElroy; and Treasurer, John E. Anderson.

Navy Glee Club and Girls Choral Group Join Forces

A new experiment Tuesday night will result from the joining of the newly organized Girls’ Glee Club and the Boys’ Glee Club for the first time. The outcome will be an organization of four choirs, each made up of both girls and boys. The contestants will be divided into three sections or choirs, depending on the number of students in each section.

Arch-arts Costumes Furnish Big Problem To Designing Gals

Pageant to Start at Ten In Deference to Desires Of Campus Basketball Fans

Arch-arts Costumes will furnish big problems to designing gals. The Rice Institute will hold its annual Pageant on Tuesday, 15 March, in the Rice Stadium. The Pageant will begin at 8 p.m. and will continue until midnight.

Navy Says NROTc And V-12 Training To Continue

The Naval V-12 and NROTC program will continue at the Rice Institute. According to the announcement made by the Naval authorities, the program will continue until July 1, 1942, at least. The passage and signing of Public Law 86 made the continuation of the program possible.

To Continue

The Rice Institute has announced that the NROTC and V-12 training programs will continue until July 1, 1942, at least. The passage and signing of Public Law 86 made the continuation of the program possible.

M. H. T. Houston has been a member of the board since 1942. At the time of his election, the board consisted of seven members, including the President, the Secretary-Treasurer, and the President of the Student Council.

The election of Dr. W. V. Houston as President of the Rice Institute was announced by the board of trustees.

Mr. H. F. Lummis, who has been a member of the board since 1942, was re-elected as a member of the board.
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It has been said that every editor of the Thresher, as the time draws near for the end of his term, is seized with a burning zeal for rapid reform of Rice, Rice students, and the world in general. Actually the zeal is always present, but for one reason or another, he seldom gets around to listing his grievances until shortly before he reaches for his sheeptkin. They crop out in one way or another during his term of office, but they are gathered into a summary only when much is yet to be done and time grows short. It may have some bearing on the case that the powers that be do not favor crusading editors, who unfortunately have a responsibility for their own expressions of sentiments. Anonymity may give refuge to the cowardly, but one often wishes for its all-enveloping skirts behind which to hide.

But time grows short, and much is left undone, and we are seized with an eagerness to get Things Done. We would leave to our successors a program of reform which they, more fortunate, have time to accomplish. We would also wish for them the ability and courage to do what they think is right despite public opinion—a fleabite thing at best.

1. Wanted—an attitude or responsibility among students
   —where all will take an intelligent interest and part in student government, if that part consists only of voting after studying the issues in all elections. We realize that more students voted in the last election than ever before, but still the number comprised a scant third of the student body. A majority of a minority should not be the ruling majority.

2. Wanted—a realization on the part of the administration
   —that Rice students are collegians. There is a lack of recognition of the truth that "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." Also there is no realization that Metternich's policy of "sitting on the lid" is not practical in the long run. When compressed absolutely, it ultimately bursts forth in a geyser and does a lot of damage. Likewise, when students are not allowed normal extra-curricular activities the results are apt to be disastrous. The precedent of twenty years ago and attempts to shield the morals of youth from things that might be slightly out of place at the parson's Sunday tea are no policies with which to run the Institute. The worthy authorities will think back over their own youth they can scarcely say that any comparable evils corrupted their own morals. Do they consider themselves less than the students? And if they are, why they are not living in 1926, and hence not old enough to make up our own minds? Have they forgotten to turn over their calendars for twenty years and do they want us to pursue the same pleasures which de— and maybe we will get around to mentioning the others later.

3. Needed—completion of the building program. If we had a normal enrollment the present structure would be bursting at the seams. It must be remembered in all connections that there is no standing still; what does not go forward recedes.

4. Needed—for the same reasons as (1)—more instructors and smaller classes.

There are a great many more changes which we feel are necessary but leave this job to the student body. The editor would make a pretty fair start, and maybe we will get around to mentioning the others later.

Readers are urged to impress upon the importance of honesty, no lesser impression will cause him to move, to stand still, what does not go forward recedes. If the writer uses the phrase "legalized cheating once" instead of the phrase "legalized cheating until caught once", to be sure dishonesty will be invited if reprimands are granted to first offenders. It seems that in the past the accused infringers are considered "guilty" as soon as the accusation had been brought up against him in campaigning for sympathy. Again, it is the Council's duty to do its part in maintaining secrecy.

The President will not abstain if he gains a realization that the risk taking, no gain for the possible "gains". If the penalties are made sure that realization cannot be attained. Any relaxation of penalties will tend to weaken the System. The penalties of the System are justifiable, they should be made浑身上下.
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THE CHICKEN SHACK

Remember us when you want the finest

FRIED CHICKEN.
Bill Tom is fourth, a single counter court. The Owls couldn't get going a single shot, conference losses would indicate. All the way, the two teams never from Rice that gave the Owls a wire and it was only by a good.

Coach Brunham thought it best to aggress. In the SBU game, all the fans were asking who that ball-handling rookie number 10 (Hall) was that gave the taller Montana forwards as much trouble. Walters tripled, unassisted in the game against the Bears in Houston, evidently handled completely under trainer. Waterman and Whitehead certainly wasn't allowed any. The TCU game was a rough af-

Commercial.

Part of a triple.

The Fireballs put their fire on the R.A.F. Boys with a snappy 35-15 victory. Smith with the wonderful passing and team work of Mr. Litherland. All players saw action in this game.

In the remaining game, the Rally Club One and Skaggs rolled up sixteen points at share of their fifth title in as many years.

BOX SCORE

Rice 20 9 18 49

SBU 11 13 50

Free throws missed, Herbert, Tom, 3; Walters 2; Robbitt, Kellay, 1; Litherland 1; Overlook 1. SBU 3 score at half, Rice 20; TCU 20.

TCU 19 10 30

SBU 21 11 50

Free throws missed, Herbert, Tom, 4; Walters 2; Robbitt, Kellay, 1; Litherland 1; Overlook 1. SBU 3 score at half, Rice 20; TCU 20.

OFFICIALS: Hayes, referee; Morrison, umpire.
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**Movies**

By Margie Tresch

What with the two holdovers at the Majestic and Loews having exhausted their respective drawing powers, we'll have three brand new titles at the majors beginning today. Replacing "The Bells of St. Mary's" at the Majestic is "San Antonio," starring Robert Egan and Alexis Smith. At the Loews, we have a British invasion titled "Vacation From Marriage," featuring the versatile English actor, Robert Donat. The third principal attraction is a melodrama luridly captioned "Scarlet Street," in which the important figures will be Joan Bennett, Edward G. Robinson, and Dan Duryea.

The first of this trio, "San Antonio," will probably do very well, but I wonder if we're ready for another British invasion. However, a few words about the leading figures in "San Antonio," stairring Erol Flynn and Alexis Smith. At the Loews, we have a gang of murderous cattle rustlers, owned by the leader of the bandit gang. This is evidently a sequel to "The Woman in the Window," and we may expect the same kind of story. The picture will prove very enterprising, and I expect we'll see a number of British films. However, Robert Donat is a very accomplished actor, and what from we can gather, much the same plot. Once again Mr. Robinson is cast as a victim of circumstance. He falls into the toils of iniquity at the hands of a woman. Some people just never learn. This time the woman has an accomplice, and between the two of them, Mr. Robinson suffers immeasurably. He is deceived and duped at every turn, and finally ends up committing a crime himself—but perhaps it is all a bad dream this time too. Joan Bennett and Dan Duryea are the consummate and, no doubt they make a very able pair. Others in the cast are Samuel S. Hinds, Margaret Lindsay, and Rosalie Myer. Perhaps it is all a bad dream this time too.

**BAND AND EWELL**

(Continued from page 1)

Shelton, Jack

Russell, Jack

Ross, Claude

Ross, Margaret

Saunders, Bev

Shannon, Jack

Shields, Frank

Shelton, Fred

Simpson, Mary

Smith, Ruth

Smith, Ruby

Sondervan, Nan

Smith, Jackie

Smith, Beverly

Thomas, Leo

Thompson, Catherine

Tipt, Craig

Trex, Margie Bepass

Vibert, Bice

Waller, Carley Ruth

Weatherly, Peggy

West, Madge

West, Pat

Wiers, Marilu

Wood, Q. V.

Clas Bognage

Jervis 0

**RECORD HITS**

**LET IT SNOW**

Vaugn Monroe

OPUS No. 1

TENNYSON DIJEPST

Stan Kenton

IN THE MIDDLE OF MAY

Pep Pipes

**GOGGAN'S**

**CARL GREN**

SPORTSWEAR, LINGERIE and GIFTS

3204 Main

1201 Main

**ELSIE POE**

2304 South Main

L-5444

**SAKOWITZ BROS.**

ON MAIN-AV

One of the South’s Finest

Store, featuring quality

merchandise for men, women, and children.

**THE THRESHER**

Four, THE THRESHER

**Tower Record Salon**

LATEST HITS

IT MIGHT AS WELL BE SPRING—Ray Noble

HONEY—Dinah Shore

HUBBA—Hubba—Hubba—Perry Como

PERSONALITY—Johnny Mercer

SYMPHONY—Eld Stafford

CLAIRE DE LUNE—Joe Urbil

WINTHSHERR & WAUGH DRIVE

J-1-1004